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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, my name is Xiaojie Guo. I am a research scientist from JD.COM Silicon Valley research center. Today I am going to introduce an open source, python-based library for deep learning on graphs for nlp. This library is developed and maintained by the Graph4NLP team. Our team are a group of volunteer researchers and developers from different academic and industrial institutes. So as one of the team members, I am honored to introduce the library here. 



Graph4NLP: A Library for Deep 
Learning on Graphs for NLP

2Library GitHub: https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp Graph4nlp Website: https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Graph4NLP is an easy-to-use library for Research and development. It lies on the intersection of Deep Learning on Graphs and Natural Language.It provides both full implementations of state-of-the-art models and also the flexible interfaces to build customized models with whole-pipeline support. 

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp
https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html


Overall Architecture of Graph4NLP Library

DGL: https://github.com/dmlc/dgl, DIG: https://github.com/divelab/DIG, Huggingface: https://github.com/huggingface/transformers4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So Here is the overall architecture of the graph4nlp library. On the top of it, we can see the four elements in the process, including the applications, the overall model. And for the detailed modules, we have graph construction, gnns, prediction and evaluation. These main functions contribute the whole process of graph4nlp. In addition, our implementation of GNNs are based on DGL library, a typical graph learning library and huggingface, a typical nlp library.Currently, the library mainly support PYTORCH framework but we will consider supporting tensorflow in the future version. The whole implementation can work in both CPU  and GPU now.

https://github.com/dmlc/dgl
https://github.com/divelab/DIG
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Data Flow of Graph4NLP
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, let us see how the data flows in graph4nlp if we want to implement a nlp task.First, we have the raw data, such as the texts or sentence. Then after graph construction module, we got a new data type, that is the structured graph data.Graph4nlp has its own data type to store the graph data, that is GraphData. Then we input the graphdata into GNN module for representation learning. The encoded node embedding will be stored into the GraphData again.So we have the updated graph data. And last, the graphdata will be input into the prediction module for the downstream tasks, like classification or generationSo after that, we will have our final results, either labels or text. Given the result data, you could use it for evaluation in testing or calculate the loss for optimization in training. That’s is the overall …



Computing Flow of Graph4NLP
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, I would like to show the computing flow of conducting a graph4nlp task.At first, we will need graph construction. The graphs can have two source. One is from the natural graphs in NLP, for example, it is possible that we may already have some existing graph like information graph for a sentence.If not, we can have graph construction module to transform a text/sequence into the graphs. The process includes static graph or dynamic graph constructions. If we are using dynamic graph construction, we will need the initialized embedding of each node in the graphs, so that is embedding initialization module.After this, GNNs will be applied for node/graph embedding learning. After we get the learnt embeddings, the library support two types of downstream tasks, one is for prediction, including regression/classification based on the learnt embedding. Another is for the generation. Thus, graph4nlp will support different decoders for generating sequences, trees or even graphs.



Key Features and Future Releases
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Future Releases (coming soon!)
• V0.6 new features: new configuration system, relational GNN support, etc.
• Future to do: Native multi-GPU support, better support for customized graph construction, etc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some highlight features of graph4nlp.First,..In the very near future, we will have a new version V0.6, we have added…and support..In the future, we will also support multi-GPU and can allow the users to easily implement their own graph construction process.



Performance of Built-in NLP Tasks
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I show the applications implemented in graph4nlp and their great performance in this library. We have cover various main applications in NLP domain, including prediction, generation. And all of these tasks can have comparative performances. So it will surely benefits researchers and engineers who cares various NLP problems.



Graph4NLP: Dive into the  Library

9Library GitHub: https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp Graph4nlp Website: https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After that, let us dive into the details of library. 

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp
https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html


Specific components of Graph4NLP Library
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the specific components in the library. We have GraphData for representing a graph and Datasets for task data preparation. We have provided 9 NLP applications examples with the library.  In addition, there are three models types will is implemented as a high-level module that can be easily utilized.For specific modules, we have 7 groups of functions, namely the…..



Dataset
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• Built-in dataset types
• Text2TextDataset
• TextToTreeDataset
• Text2LabelDataset
• SequenceLabelingDataset
• DoubleText2TextDataset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, for the datasets. We provide 5 datasets class for some typical applications. Including text classification, name entity recognition, text generation and translation.The users can also build their customized datasets by following our dataset workflow. Including downloading, topology builder, vocab builder, word.node vecterication, and at last collate for interation.Here shows an example how we define our datasets based on the built-in typles.



Graph Construction Module
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• Static graph construction
• Dependency graph construction
• Constituency graph construction
• IE graph construction

• Dynamic graph construction
• Node embedding based
• Node embedding based refined (i.e.,

static & dynamic hybrid)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For graph construction, graph4nlp support 2 different kinds of …one is statis graph construction, including…Another is dynamic graph construction, that is to construct the topology based on the similarity of node embedding. The node embedding can be either learnt with initialized fully connected graph, or can be learnt based on a initial static graphs. The definition of graph construction is very easy as shown here. You just need to predefine some configuration parameters. 



Graph Embedding Initialization Module
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• Single-token & multi-token node/edge
• Various built-in strategies for node/edge embedding initialization (non-

exhaustive list)
• ‘w2v’ 
• ‘w2v_bilstm’
• 'bert'
• 'bert_bilstm'
• 'w2v_bert’
• 'w2v_bert_bilstm'

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Node/edge embedding initialization is important for model performance. The embedding construction module aims to learn the initial node/edge embeddings for the input graph before being consumed by the subsequent GNN. And it is a special step for NLP task in GNN, since we need to care about the semantic embedding for each word/senetence.  We provide various built-in strategies for node/edge embedding initialization.‘w2v’: use pretrained word embeddings (e.g., word2vec, glove).‘w2v_bilstm’: use w2v embeddings, and apply BiLSTM encoders.'bert': use BERT embeddings.'bert_bilstm': use BERT embeddings, and apply BiLSTM encoders.'w2v_bert': use word2vec and BERT embeddings.'w2v_bert_bilstm': use word2vec and BERT embeddings, and apply BiLSTM encoders.



Graph Embedding Learning Module
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• Common GNN variants
• GCN
• GAT
• GraphSAGE
• GGNN

• direction_option
• ‘undirected’
• ‘bi_fuse’
• ‘bi_sep’

• use_edge_weight

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The GNN modules are very easy to understand. Currently we support 4 typical GNN, including GCN, GAT, SAGE, GGNN.And we also support either directed or undirected graph. And you also can have edge weights when doing the graph learning. As shown here, when you define a GNN, you could customize the layers, number of hiddens in each layers, dropouts as well as the direction option.



Prediction Module
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• Classification
• Node classification
• Graph classification
• Link prediction
• KG completion
• Pooling: avg_pool, max_pool

• Generation
• Sequence decoder
• Tree decoder
• Attention, copy, coverage mechanisms

Built-in high-level
Graph2Seq,
Graph2Tree APIs.
Config in, model
out.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The graph4nlp support two kinds of downstream tasks. One is for classification, and another is for generation.You could use classification for …..tasks. In generation, we have several decoders for generating trees, sequences.Built-in high-level Graph2Seq, Graph2Tree APIs.Just prepare the configuration and you will get the whole model.



Inference
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• Inference wrapper
• classifier_inference_wrapper
• generator_inference_wrapper
• generator_inference_wrapper_for

_tree

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inference wrapper to enable online inference deployment easily. raw data in, final prediction out.As shown in the figure, graph4nlp support both the classification and generation inference wrapper to allow for different applications.



Graph4NLP: A Brief History and Future 
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Year September/2021

Our DLG4NLP website 

launched: survey, library,

tutorial, workshop and 

many more.

Year June/2021

Graph4NLP v0.4.1

Released, first library

for promoting easy 

use of GNN for NLP

Year September/2021

Graph4NLP v0.5.1 released, 

Lint the codes, support testing

with users 'own data, and fix 

many reported bugs. 

Year January/2022

Graph4NLP v0.5.5 released, 

Support model.predict API 

by introducing wrapper 

functions, separate graph 

Topology and graph 

Embedding and many more…

Year April/2022 

- DLG4NLP@ICLR2022 workshop

Year July 2022 (planning)

-Graph4NLP v0.6.1 will be

released, new configuration

system, relational GNN 

-Release a New 

Graph4NLP book by 

Cambridge Press

Year July/2022 (ongoing)

- DLG4NLP@NAACL 2022 workshop

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At last, here is a summary about the development of lib.Our library first version is released on June, 2021. Then after that, in September we launched a website, contains rich learning materials.Then we have more versions 0.5.1 and 0.5.5 released to optimize our library.We have also special workshop introduction in ICLR 2022 and also today. In the very near furtures, we will have version 0.6 and the book/paper to introduce graph4nlp topic as well as the library. 



Thanks!
Q&A
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Xiaojie Guo
Research Scientist
JD.COM Silicon Valley Research Center,
Email: xguo7@gmu.edu
Web:  https://sites.google.com/view/xiaojie-guo-personal-site

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That all, welcome use and try..give feedback and raise questions in github

mailto:xguo7@gmu.edu
https://sites.google.com/view/xiaojie-guo-personal-site


Graph4NLP: Live Demo

19Library GitHub: https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp Graph4nlp Website: https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp
https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html


Demo1:Text ClassificationApplication
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1) git clone https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo
2) follow Get Started instructions in README

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pause for a few seconds and wait for typing urlGo to the demo repo page and introduce environment setup Go to text clf jupyter notebook page, run demoBack to slides and explain various components

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication

21https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication
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Graph embedding initialization 
API, various built-in options,
can be customized

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication
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Graph construction API,
various built-in options,
can be customized

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication
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Graph embedding learning 
API, various built-in options,
can be customized

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication
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Prediction API, various built-in
options, can be customized

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo1:BuildingaTextClassificationApplication
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Dataset API, various
built-in options, can
be customized

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo2:BuildingaSemantic Parsing Application
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1) git clone https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo
2) follow Get Started instructions in README

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo


Demo2:BuildingaSemanticParsingApplication

28https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Go to the SP jupyter notebook page and run demoBack to slides and explain various components

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Demo2:BuildingaSemanticParsingApplication
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Graph2Seq API

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will call the Graph2Seq model API which implements a GNN-based encoder and LSTM-based decoder.

https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_demo/tree/main/AAAI2022_demo


Resources
• Our Graph4NLP library aims to make easy use of GNNs for NLP:

• DLG4NLP website: https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html
• Survey: https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.06090
• Graph4NLP library: https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp
• Graph4NLP documentation https://graph4ai.github.io/graph4nlp/
• Literature list: https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_literature
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Graph4NLP is an easy-to-use library for R&D in the DLG4NLP field. Here are a bunch of useful resources about the graph4nlp library and DLG4NLP field.

https://dlg4nlp.github.io/index.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.06090
https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp
https://graph4ai.github.io/graph4nlp/
https://github.com/graph4ai/graph4nlp_literature
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